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Development of the law relating to consumer protection is the manifestation of a growing social concern to protect the weak and those unable to take care of themselves in a modern market economy. An inequality of bargaining power is the main justification for additional protection to this vulnerable group, commonly known as consumers. Obviously, consumers are in a weak bargaining position compared to the more powerful supplier of goods and services due to the disparity of knowledge and resources. Besides, consumers also need to be protected from all sorts of unfair trade practices of market operators such as protection against sale of defective, substandard and dangerous products and various fraudulent trading practices such as false advertisement, misleading price indication, non-labeling and mislabeling. Consumers are also facing problems of insufficient information to exercise a product-buying decision and economic exploitation through lack of competition. Consumer protection laws are thus designed to ensure fair trade competition by preventing businesses that engage in fraud or other unfair practices from gaining an advantage over consumers as well as business rivals.